
Brighten your home with some potted
plants such as hyacinths, narcissi or
Christmas poinsettias. Place potted
bulbs in a cool spot indoors until the
shoots measure over 8cm high. When
the flower heads appear, move the
bulbs to their chosen flowering
position, feed and water.

FlowersFF
Protect your fish by placing a large
black plastic flowerpot on its side at the
deepest point in the middle of the
pond. This gives somewhere to escape
from predators now that the covering of
water plants have gone. Clean the area
around the edge of the pond, removing
all dead leaves. If you have fish, try to
ensure the water does not freeze so
that the fish can breath. Keep your
pond heater switched on especially in
icy periods.

PFirm back plants lifted from the ground
by frost. Plant new herbaceous
perennials during mild weather. Dead
head flowering winter pansies to
encourage healthy blooms throughout
winter. Wintry weather and a shortage of
daylight hours at this time of year can
often inhibit gardening activities. Use
this spare time to look at last years
successes and failures, and plan the year
ahead. Nurturing plants and flowers
from seed is one of the gardener’s
greatest joys. 

Prune trees and deciduous shrubs where
necessary in mild spells, & gather holly and
ivy to decorate you home during the festive
season. Firm back any newly planted trees
& check that stakes are keeping weaker
trees in check. Winter is an ideal time to
plant trees, hedging or shrubs. Mix some
organic matter into the soil when filling the
planting hole and throw a handful of
bonemeal. Stake any new trees and
support with a tree tie.

Carry on planting and pruning, cutting
back newly planted raspberries,
gooseberries, apples and pears.
Cover fruit bushes and small trees with
a cage to prevent birds picking at the
tempting fruit buds. Prune apple and
pear trees, and provided the ground is
not too frozen or wet, plant soft fruit
bushes and raspberry canes. Prepare
ground for fruit trees and bushes to be
planted later.

Fruit

Pots

Ponds

Don’t forget our feathered friends!
We a huge range of bird food in now.
Fatballs are particularly good for
energy for birds in the coldest months
of the year.

Feed The Birds

Trees and Shrubs

Clean the greenhouse glass inside and
out, then insulate the whole greenhouse
using bubble wrap. Check plants weekly
to make sure they are not rotting or
infected with any diseases. Also keep an
eye on the guttering and remove leaves
as required.

Greenhouses

Rake up the remaining leaves from
your lawn. Try producing your own
leaf mould place the damp leaves in
bin liners, tie the top, pierce and leave
in a cool, dry place. In a year or so, the
mould should have broken down into
a rich mixture, perfect for spreading
on borders. Book your mower in for a
service to ensure it is in full working
order when you come to do the first
cut. Stay clear of the grass on frosty
days, as walking on it can damage
the shoots.

Lawns

Wrap up warmly and try a few essential jobs such as tidying away the last of the leaves, or pruning back wayward trees.
Not only will you feel better, but you garden will also be kept up to scratch. Wintry weather & a shortage of daylight hours at this time of year

can often inhibit gardening activities. Use this spare time to look at last years successes and failures, & plan the year ahead.
Nurturing plants and flowers from seed is one of the gardener’s greatest joys.

Gardening Calendar - Jan & Feb

Place seed potatoes in trays with eyes
upwards to encourage sprouting, and
store somewhere light, away from
frost. Plant rhubarb when soil
conditions are suitable. Continue to
dig over vacant area of vegetable
patch and add some manure. 

P

Vegetables
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